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Thank you from the team for all the good wishes and from those anticipating 
another cracking year. There were some terrific, horrific puns amongst the 
very positive feedback. And how wonderful it is to receive entries from 
solvers new to the 3D format who have found the courage and confidence to 
tackle something quite different,(t  and then 
take the time to provide feedback on the experience. This is very much 
appreciated. Feedback guides the project.
 
We hope to continue to acknowledge competition entries in spite of most 
pleasingly increased numbers. If you remain puzzled by a clue or two, you 
will find clue explanations from Arachne later in the newsletter. This is an 
excellent way to hone solving skills.
 
Another source of inspiration is the excellent series of Hints & Tips by Adam 
Saille. Email sirius@calendarpuzzles.co.uk to join the circulation list.

1. January Competition

The January competition with Frankenstein/monster’ themed grid by Gin and 
clued by Arachne, was won by Heather Knowles and Chris Cooper of 
Leamington Spa. Excellent solving!

Feedback included:Happy New Year! A great start. RE
A Happy New Year to you all. HB
We found the little anagrammed end game amusing and original S&CC
We enjoyed hunting for the four extra words to anagram. Great fun, and a 
nice clincher K&REB
Many thanks for the interesting details in the calendar and I hope you are 
well and having a good year so far. 
 
I attach my entry for the January 3D puzzle. I realise now that I am going to 
get a lot of enjoyment from this calendar - worth much more than the money 
I paid for it. If it is possible I would be happy to make a small Standing Order 
donation monthly for the support of things like the RNIB Pears Centre - 
maybe towards the construction of something similar in 'the provinces'?

here should be a badge for this)

4.  February Deadline 28th! January
     2018
Arachne
          Gin

This puzzle notes 
ththe 200  

anniversary of the 
publication of 
Frankenstein by 
Mary Shelley, 
January 1818.

Anagram of  
FRANKENSTEIN  
MARY  SHELLEY is 
provided by
20to FANNY , 
4d RASHER, 
3d SEEMLY, 
10d TINKLE B)  
Yellow highlights 
reveal 
 GOTHIC TALE                                           


